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FROM HERE
TO ANTIQUITY
ONE MAN’S REMARKABLE JOURNEY FROM
SOUTHEND TO IMPERIAL ROME
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OR ANYONE INVOLVED
IN ART it is likely that a trip
to the village of Mougins has
been contemplated at some
point. Situated six kilometres
north of Cannes, Mougins lies in the former
Roman province of Gallia Narbonensis, near
the Graeco-Roman settlements of Cimiez
(Cemenelum), Nice (Nicaea) and Antibes
(Antipolis). It is a historic location with strong
links to antiquity. Pablo Picasso spent the
last 12 years of his life (1961–1973) living in
a farmhouse at Notre-Dame-de-Vie, beside
the old village and next to the 12th century
chapel. His actual studio is now the tourist
office. Mougins has been a magnet for other
well-known artists and French celebrities
since the 1950s: Jean Cocteau, Fernand
Léger, Francis Picabia, Man Ray, Catherine
Deneuve, Édith Piaf, Arman, Yves Klein,
César Baldaccini, Paul Éluard, Yves Saint
Laurent, and Christian Dior amongst them.
Mougins is thus a key stop over on the Côte
d’Azur art trail. There is a Picasso Museum
in Antibes; the Rosaire Chapel, designed by
Matisse, in Vence; the Matisse Museum
in Nice. The Fondation Maeght at St Paul
de Vence has a collection including Calder,
Miró, Chagall and Giacometti. And

and highly respected. Likewise, in that other
rarefied world – of City hedge funds – Levett
is equally renowned. In between, he is little
recognised, except by a few cognoscenti in the
contemporary art world. And that is just how
he prefers it.
But whenever Levett makes the headlines,
as in 2011 when opening his museum
in Mougins, two factoids always seem to
fascinate the British press. One, that he
was born in Southend, the son of a local
bookmaker. The other, that his former
business – Clive Capital, once the world’s
largest commodity hedge fund – lost more
than $400 million in week, the result of the
unexpected collapse in world oil prices in
May 2011.(1)
Dafydd Jones Christian Levett Dering Street, London. 2014

Mougins has its own museum of photography,
focused on portraits of Picasso. The studio of
Fernand Léger was located above what is now
the village wine shop, right next to the rear of
a relative newcomer, the Mougins Museum of
Classical Art (MMoCA).
At first glance, this might seem a typical
provincial French museum, housing a motley

collection from some forgotten 18th century
Grand Tour and bequeathed by a long
lost noble château. But not only does
the rough stone exterior of this former
private home conceal an absolute gem
of a collection, it is wholly owned by an
Englishman – from Essex.
In the rarefied world of antiquities, the
name of Christian Levett is well known

The Southend connection is maybe more
important in the scheme of things, because,
at the end of Levett’s street was a coin and
medal shop. Here, all the seven-year-old’s
pocket money was spent on his first great
passion: Victorian coins and campaign
medals from the first and second world wars.
Reinforcing, if nothing else, the universal
truth that great collectors are born and not
made. Discussing his subsequent interest in
Roman denarii coinage, he recalled: ‘I wanted
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Mougins Museum of Classical Art Egyptian Gallery

to represent every Roman emperor from
Julius Caesar onwards for the next 400 years
– which I did, except for about two.’
Mention art and hedge funds in the same
breath and an image immediately springs
to mind of the Wall Street ‘Masters of the
Universe’ collectors, epitomised by Steve
Cohen of SAC and Daniel Loeb of Third
Point. Big talk, big name artists, big money,
and big heads. Christian Levett could not be
more to the contrary. A warm, self-effacing
and totally charming man, he discusses the
extraordinary success he has enjoyed with
financial services in the same modest tones
he uses to describe his analytical approach to
art acquisitions. Although he readily admits
to an emotional – if not romantic – response
to antique items, especially militaria, it
is tempered by an astute assessment of
their status and market value. And it is
not too difficult to detect the razor sharp
mathematician’s mind that one assumes is
required to quickly analyse a balance sheet or
auction catalogue.
Levett’s financial flair – and subsequent
philanthropy – has made many wonderful
things possible in the art world, funded by
the success of Clive Capital. Launched in
2007 by this former star trader at Moore
Capital, it was dubbed an ‘overnight
sensation’ by one trade magazine, returning
its clients more than 44% in 2008. The
highest paid manager at Clive (generally
understood to have been Levett himself )
reportedly received over $60.8 million in
the 12 months to the end of February 2012,
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down from $135 million in 2011. However,
following the City trend, Clive Capital
announced it would close in 2013 (Reuters)
joining Pierre Andurand’s high-profile
BlueGold, and John Arnold’s Centaurus
fund, all victims of sustained volatility in
the commodities arena, compounded by the
Eurozone crisis and perceived instabilities in
China. But the City’s loss proved to be the art
world’s gain.
Christian Levett’s introduction into the world
of antiquities is now the stuff of legend – and
familiar anecdotes that he good-humouredly

and had the tremendous good fortune to be
active just as the famous Axel Guttmann
(1944–2001) collection was being dispersed.
Probably the world’s largest private holding
of ancient arms and armour, the Berlinbased collector then owned some 350
helmets alone. ‘I bought most, but not all,
of his best pieces. It was a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity,’ Levett told the Financial Times.
One treasured item is a rare and ornate,
4th century BC bronze winged PhrygianChalcidian helmet, its hinged cheek pieces
adorned with images of the goddesses
Nike and Artemis. Very soon his various

'He has just sunk £500,000 into two archaeological digs,
one at Hadrian’s Wall in Maryport, Cumbria; and the
other to excavate an area next to the spectacular villa built
by Hadrian at modern Tivoli in Italy. And, to be clear,
any valuable finds will not be going to Mougins,
or into his private collection.'
is willing to repeat. Just over 10 years ago,
and almost by accident, he added ‘antiquities’
to an auction request form, and when the
sales information arrived, was startled by the
pricing. Casually leaving a ‘couple of bids’ on
items he liked, he famously left on vacation
only to find on his return he now owned
‘...a 2,500-year-old Greek battle helmet and
an Egyptian cartonnage mask(2) for about
£6,500 each. It blew my mind that I could
buy ancient art at that price.’ The genie was
truly out of the bottle. He became, almost
overnight, the key bidder at major auctions

homes, and rented storage, were overflowing
with acquisitions – very much against
Levett’s liberal philosophy that such rarities
should be on public view and not squirreled
away by their owner. He started to consider
the options.
In 2008, Levett discussed his burgeoning
collection of antiquities with the editor of
Minerva magazine, Mark Merrony, who
casually asked to see the inventory. Staggered
to see the breadth and sheer quality of the
collection, a plan was hatched to create a

museum and, as Levett already had a home in
Mougins with plans of retiring to the historic
village, the die was cast. Coincidentally, he
also owns two leading restaurants there, La
Place de Mougins and L’Amandier – the great
chefs Roger Vergé and Alain Ducasse each
being synonymous with the latter. Both
restaurants are currently under the direction
of chef Denis Fétisson, previously of the
Michelin two star Le Cheval Blanc in the ski
resort of Courchevel, where Levett has other
business investments. Merrony duly accepted
the job as museum director and, just to be
safe, Christian Levett purchased Minerva,
which he now publishes with Merrony as
editor-in-chief.
A 400 sq.m. medieval townhouse on four
floors was acquired in the old village, and
extensive renovations began under the
auspices of David Price, a local Mougins
architect. Almost all of the collection,
some 650+ treasures, is displayed with an
underlying theme that traces the thread of a
classical sensibility in art down through 50
centuries. MMoCA happily blends ancient
and modern to great effect. Egyptian, Roman
and Greek artefacts are presented alongside
more recent works by Rubens, Degas,
Rodin, Braque, Picasso, Marc Chagall,
Alexander Calder, Andy Warhol, Roy
Lichtenstein, Henri Matisse, Keith Haring,
Marc Quinn, Damien Hirst and Antony
Gormley. In one display, a 2,000-yearold torso of Aphrodite (Rom. Venus) lives
alongside Yves Klein’s Vénus Bleue. These
are placed next to Dalí’s Vénus à la Giraffe,
a Warhol screen-print of The Birth of Venus

Mougins Museum of Classical Art
Second floor: Armoury
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by Botticelli and a small drawing of the
Venus de Milo by Paul Cézanne. The unique
cabinets are all custom made in Milan and
a uniform set of mounts for all of the objets
d’art has been manufactured specially for the
museum collection. This exacting attention
to detail and visionary concept has resulted
in a world class museum that has already
garnered a host of awards and accolades.(3)
Displays are coherent and all available space
is used to best effect. The Egyptian objects
are arranged in the basement suggesting the
original enclosed tomb environment. The
lifts are glass so the exhibits can be seen at
all times and the experience triumphs on
the second floor with a spectacular armoury,
housing the world’s largest private collection
of Greek armour, helmets and weapons,
with other military artefacts from the
Roman, Sasanian and Migration periods.
Among the 50 to 60 marbles in the museum,
there are depictions of Alexander the Great,
Tiberius, Claudius, Nero, Trajan, Marcus
Aurelius and Caracalla.
MMoCA has been open for three years.
Levett is candid about the financial pressure,
with annual overheads of three-quarters of
a million euros. He needs 45,000 visitors
and has 20,000, so ‘we’re running at a pretty
reasonable loss’. Although he has what most
would consider unlimited funds, he is highly
disciplined about his spending. A good
example would be the Crosby Garrett helmet,
an early second century bronze cavalry parade
piece sold for £2.3 million by Christie’s in
October 2010. This Roman helmet was very
much cherished by Levett, but he dropped
out at the £700,000 mark. ‘Never get into
a two horse race [in an auction]’ is his sage
advice to other collectors.
Christian Levett is quick to eschew
comparisons to other great collectors who
have established museums in their names,
like Henry Frick or Albert Barnes (he
deliberately did not attach his own to
Mougins) but, if pressed, reluctantly agrees
that he and Sir John Soane(4) may have
things in common. And he continues to
expand his philanthropic support where he
sees a need. He donates to the Ashmolean
and underwrites a doctoral archaeology
course at Oxford. He has just sunk £500,000
into two archaeological digs, one at Hadrian’s
Wall in Maryport, Cumbria; and the other
to excavate an area next to the spectacular
villa built by Hadrian at modern Tivoli in
Italy. And, to be clear, any valuable finds will
not be going to Mougins, or into his private
collection. According to Plato, the concept of
philanthropy was ‘the essence of civilisation –
of benefit to humanity’ and Levett maintains
this virtue with élan.
Christian Levett’s interests also extend into
the more volatile spheres of contemporary art
and he has an enviable collection of emerging
talents. In this arena, he has astutely
partnered with Toby Clarke (who made a
reputation with his dynamic programming
at the Fine Art Society) and together they
own the Vigo gallery, a cutting edge space
in central London.(5) But even in this more
cosmopolitan sector, Levett still keeps a
sober eye on the balance sheet. ‘Always buy
the highest quality pieces [you] can afford
(without overpaying for them) and be wary
of paying over the odds for work by lesser-
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Mougins Museum of Classical Art First floor: Gods & Goddesses

known artists. If you’re buying contemporary
art from someone who isn’t already world
famous you should only be paying £5,000£30,000 per piece. Having 5% of your net
worth in major artworks isn’t necessarily a
bad idea, and the fact that you can enjoy
them and hang them on a wall makes them
a bit more pleasant than owning a stock that
sits there while its price is flying about all
over the place. Some banks now will even
lend against an art portfolio which was highly
unusual a few years ago,’ he told Private
Investor Magazine in April.

Levett and Clarke see Vigo’s role as discovering
and promoting new talent into the art
market and establishing it with collectors
and museums. It helps that Levett also has
a unique showcase for contemporary art
through his portfolio of exclusive, deluxe
ski chalets in Courchevel, in the French
Alps. Here, a highly discerning international
audience is introduced to a rotating selection
of work by the likes of Marcus Harvey,
Oliver Marsden, Keith Coventry and Sosno.
Although leading collectors can still be very
influential, in Levett’s opinion the era of the

‘star-makers’ like Charles Saatchi is over.
‘[These days] it needs a gallery to take them
on, and foundations and several collectors to
buy a particular artist [...] multiple people
have to like the work [...] there’s so much
competition by artists these days to get into a
gallery in London or New York, they’ve got to
be pretty good ...’ (PIM). One thing is certain,
the combination of a true collector’s sensibility
and practised eye with the shrewd and analytic
mind of a financial meteor, makes Christian
Levett an influential force to be reckoned with
across the whole spectrum of art today.

CHRISTIAN LEVETT

Dafydd Jones Christian Levett Dering Street, London. 2014

The Chelsea Arts Club
London, July 2014
State: Is there a slight schizophrenia
involved in your collecting process: on
one hand the passion for items and on
the other the cool-headed city trader
immersed in risk assessment and analysis?

academic aspect, something stimulating – the
robotic brain kicks in once I’m excited. Is it
quality? Genuine? Does it have the correct
provenance? It doesn’t matter what I buy, the
financial aspect is that I will not pay over my
own perceived market valuation.

since they were lost or deliberately hidden.
Of course, some items may well have been
through many hands…

Christian Levett: I think you have to have
a slightly addictive personality and get
excited about what you collect. And enjoy
the drive to do the research. This is a sort
of personality gene. I’ve bought thousands
of things over years when I could have been
doing something else. Reading auction
catalogues, going to art fairs – I’m very hands
on. Dealers do send me stuff, as you might
imagine, but I choose everything myself.
Over the last few hundred years, crazy people
have bankrupted themselves collecting things
that had no stable value.

You are very severe with yourself in that
respect. Did you really want the Crosby
Garrett helmet?
There were two aspects to that case. Firstly,
I did not want to bid it into the stratosphere
[he withdrew at £700,000]. Secondly, it
had to stay in the UK because no export
licence would ever be granted. This limited
its commercial value as well [it sold for
£2.3 million to an undisclosed buyer]. I
felt it should be on public display at all
times in maybe the British Museum or the
Ashmolean. The first time it surfaced was at
the Royal Academy Bronze exhibition. But
you never actually own these things.

The sophistication of the craftsmanship
is stunning. We tend to think of these
ancient peoples as being somehow
primitive…
…not at all. The metalwork is better than the
equivalent today, especially with bronze or
the carving of marble. They started to learn
a trade at 10 or 11 and so got pretty good at
it as adults. We know what great architects
the Egyptians were, let alone the Roman
innovations with building. I particularly like
the Imperial Roman period, perhaps because
we know so much more about their everyday
life. You can still walk in the Forum, or
through Pompeii or Herculaneum – for me
that has a tangibility, you get the sense that
life was pretty similar to today. 70 years ago
we still had communal baths in the UK!

I do things pretty robotically, which has
served me well trading in the markets for
the last 24 years, with extremely thorough
research. The way I trade is based on
analysis. I place trades that I might have
sat on for weeks, months or even years. I
let the fundamentals determine the price.
With artwork, the process is like any other
collector. The beauty or history, some

It must be wonderful to be able to walk
around the museum alone at night,
physically examining these treasures and
breathing the history imbued in their
fabric.
It is extraordinary. I still find it hard to
believe I’ve got these things, that I might
actually be the second or third person to
hold some of them in the many centuries

When did it stop being your own
ongoing collection and become this huge
responsibility? Did some sort of coherence
emerge from your piecemeal purchasing
policy?
That came when we opened the museum.
I hadn’t realised how important it was as a
whole. I knew I had bought some world class
items, but, from the word go, we had seven

or eight major museum people at the opening
and have had a great media response since.
Really – no one was more surprised than
me. I always bought for a series of different
‘collections’. Like the armour and especially
the helmets – now the most important group
in the world. It is a random process but what
comes on to the market is random. I add
things whenever I can. Relatively speaking,
antiquities are still inexpensive.
You must always be asked what your
favourite possession is – impossible to
answer?
There are a number of things I am pleased
and proud to own. A helmet with a sword
slash through it fascinates me. It is not
particularly valuable, but oh so evocative.
The owner’s head must have been split
like a coconut! Also a fragment of bronze
breastplate that carries an inscription [the
back plate of a Greek cuirass bearing the
votive inscription: For Athena – spoils from
the enemy] – this is a piece of written history
from long ago – it is very moving.
What does the future hold for MMoCA?
Fortunately, the law on charity status and
foundations is changing in France to bring
it more in line with the USA. I intend the
museum to stay intact forever, but we do
need 45-50,000 visitors a year, so one day it
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CHRISTIAN LEVETT

TOP LEFT: Christian Levett & Toby Clarke Dering Street, London. 2014.
ABOVE: Oliver Marsden Spiral Black Phthalo Dub, 2011; Cyan Electric Blue Harmonic I, 2013.
TOP RIGHT: Marcus Harvey Ararat, 2012.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Keith Coventry Fitzhugh Estate, 1996. Sosno Tête Carré oblitérée, 2011;
Tête Hexagone, 2011.
BOTTOM LEFT: Mougins Museum of Classical Art Main Entrance, rue Commandeur 2

might have to relocate to London – where it would probably pay for
itself more readily. But I have absolutely no regrets about launching in
Mougins, in the heart of the Roman Empire. Funding is not at all an
issue at the present time.
It is very uncommon for a collector to have a passion for both
antiquity and contemporary art.
With antiques, you travel back in time in your mind, it’s
contemplative. With contemporary art, it is more exciting and direct
– but it is different. The two interests don’t often overlap in a collector.
Art today is about innovation and there is less to distract you –
condition or provenance is rarely a problem for instance. Is it thought
provoking? It has to create an emotion.
In Courchevel, we also mix contemporary and antique works in the
chalets. It’s about creating a luxury environment for our high net
worth clients who often have significant art collections of their own,
especially at Chalet Edelweiss. We have Gavin Turk, Marc Quinn
and Damien Hirst for example, it creates an interesting and intimate
ambiance. We occasionally rotate the pieces in the chalets but they
remain static in the restaurants. We happily lend from the antiquities
collections but there is not really much call on the contemporary side.
NOTES
1. A hedge fund is an alternative investment vehicle available only to sophisticated investors, such as
institutions and individuals with significant assets. As a result of being relatively unregulated, hedge
funds can invest in a wider range of securities than mutual funds
2. Mummy masks – a depiction of the head and chest of the dead, worn over the wrapped head of the
mummy
3. Ken d’Or for the best Museum 2012 – joint winners with The Louvre; Apollo Magazine’s Best
Museum Opening of the Year Award 2011; nominated for the European Museum of the Year
Award 2013; Christian Levett awarded an Ashmolean Fellowship and the Medal of the City of
Mougins, 2012
4. Sir John Soane’s Museum. 13 Lincoln’s Inn Fields. London WC2A 3BP
5. Vigo Gallery. 21 Dering Street. London W1S 1AL

LINKS
www.mouginsmusee.com
www.vigogallery.com
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